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INTRODUCTION 
We will construct here a mathematical model of a quantum mechan- 
ical system that is naturally describable as a harmonic oscillator whose 
phase space is the hyperbolic plane. Two main motives impelled us to 
think about this model. Firstly, we wanted to examine the simplest 
illustration we could find of a quantum mechanical system over a 
rather symmetrical nonlinear phase space. At the back of our minds 
was Segal’s proposal [7j that quantum field theory be based on the 
manifold of classical solutions of the appropriate nonlinear Lorentz- 
invariant field equation. (The field equation 04 = m2+ + A@ was 
studied to illustrate the possibilities.) From this standpoint the 
model expounded here might describe a harmonic oscillator with self- 
interaction, the coupling constant being the curvature of its phase 
space. Secondly, we are interested in cases where one physical theory 
approximates another (in the spirit of [5]; cf. [4]) and yet the two 
are connected with quite different groups. The model expounded 
here approximates the ordinary quantum harmonic oscillator as the 
curvature of its phase space tends to zero. The role played by the 
solvable proper Euclidean group of the plane in the ordinary case is 
here taken by the simple group of proper isometries of the hyperbolic 
plane. 
*The first named author was supported in part by contracts Nonr-551-57 and 
N.S.F. GP 7683. 
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Our quantization procedures are entirely based upon a twisted 
representation of a small group of contact transformations of phase 
space-a group of dimension 3 in the case of a harmonic oscillator. 
This procedure has the advantages that by making fundamental an 
analog of the Weyl commutation relations it avoids mathematical 
difficulties, and that all needed transformations and observables are 
handled by a unified system without any ad hoc rules. The twisted 
representation gives the unitary transformation of the pure quantum 
state space that corresponds to each of the contact transformations. 
Classical and quantum observables are associated by using the fact 
that Hamilton’s equations yield an infinitesimal contact transforma- 
tion for each classical observable, and Schrodinger’s equation yields 
an infinitesimal unitary transformation for each quantum observable. 
The amount of twist needed depends on Planck’s constant, with small 
values of Planck’s constant producing large twists. Once the correct 
twist is established, the appropriate twisted representation is con- 
structed by considering the unique pair of invariant complex struc- 
tures on the harmonic-oscillator phase space. The specific twisted 
representation to be used is natural and elegant from this viewpoint. 
We constructed the harmonic oscillator models of this paper in 
the summer of 1965. In the fall of 1965 we learned of some very 
beautiful work (as yet unpublished) of B. Kostant on group repre- 
sentations. Kostant considered a very general situation in which a 
group acts on a symplectic manifold, and his construction contains our 
models as very special cases, though treated from a different point of 
view. 
1. TWISTED REPRESENTATIONS 
By a twisted representation (cf. [I]) of a group G we mean a map W 
from G to linear operators such that: 
(1) if 01 is the identity, W(a) is the identity; 
(2) if @ is the identity, W(a) W(p) is the identity; 
(3) if aj3~ is the identity, W(ct)W@)W(y) is a scalar times the 
identity. 
By the twist we mean the function 7 such that 
W(W) w/w JqP4 = +, 8, Y) 1. 
This twist is multiplicatively alternating, invariant under left trans- 
lations, and satisfies an identity 
4% 8, Y)T(Y, &4 = 4% y, q+, % 8) 
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that we shall call the quadrilateral identity. By a multiplicatively 
alternating function of several variables we mean a function whose 
value is 1 when it has a repeated argument, and whose value goes over 
to its reciprocal when any two arguments are interchanged. Every 
multiplicatively alternating left-invariant function of three variables 
on a group G is a twist if it satisfies the quadrilateral identity. To see 
this, given such a function 7, we define W’OI) on the discrete) group 
algebra of G by 
As an example we mention that the Weyl bounded form of Heisen- 
berg’s commutation relations is a twisted representation of the additive 
group of Euclidean 2n-space (see, e.g., [6j). 
Just as the Weyl commutation relations have their infinitesimal 
Heisenberg form, so here we can calculate formally an infinitesimal 
version of the twist when G is a Lie group. Assuming that the repre- 
sentation space is topological, we define zu(X) for X in the Lie algebra 
of G by 
w(X) w = ($) _ Wexp (W> v t-o 
where the domain of w(X) consists of all vectors v for which the 
derivative exists. Suppose X and Y are in the Lie algebra of G, and set 
U? = exp(sX) and /3 f = exp(tY). By formally applying 
(@/as i%),,,,,=,o,o, to the identity 
W(C$!?~) = 7(e, LX-+, /P)W(C?)W(~~) 
we get the formal equation 
a2 
- ( t)=(O o) ww) = w(X) w(Y) - (A), i 1 as at s. . t) (o o) +, $9 B")J (1) s. - . 
By interchanging X and Y in (1) we get a similar equation, 
a2 
( 1 - ( t)=(O o) WBV = w(Y) w(X) - (&)ca,tj=to oj+y Btp 4 1. as at 8. , (2) 
Note that since 
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the last term in Eq. (2) is actually the same as the last term in Eq. (1) 
except that it occurs with a + sign. Subtracting (1) and (2) and using 
the formal identity1 
we get formally the commutation relation 
[w(X), w(Y)1 - w(Ff, 3 = (j&J, t) (o o) +G d9 B”)I* (3) s, - * 
In the case of interest to us when W is a strongly continuous map to 
unitary operators, and T is a C” function on G x G x G, the formal 
equation (3) is literally true when it is applied to vectors in the Garding 
subspace [2] of W; that is, the linear manifold spanned by all vectors 
of the form 
where f is in L,(G). 
2. QUANTIZATION 
Let G be a Lie group, let 0 be a closed subgroup of G, and let 
M = G/O be connected. In other words, G acts transitively on the 
manifold M with base point 0. Suppose M has a G-invariant 
Riemannian metric such that there is a unique geodesic path between 
any two points of M. We are looking for a natural source of twists 
that depend only on the left 0-cosets of their arguments so that they 
may be written as functions on M x M x M instead of G x G x G. 
If 5 is a l-form on M, the function 
where A is the l-cycle consisting of the geodesic paths from zi to 
i We define the commutator [U, I’] of two operators as UV-VU. Since we write 
transformations on the left of their arguments, the appropriate Lie algebra of a Lie 
group is the family of infinitesimal left translations; that is, the right-invariant Lie 
algebra. In forming [X, Y] for X and Yin the Lie algebra, we should think of them as 
infinitesimal point-transformations. Hence on functions f we must take [X, ylf to be 
YXf-XYf because transformations act on functions contragrediently to their action 
on points. 
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.zz2 , z2 to za , and za to zi satisfies an additive version of the quadri- 
lateral identity. We assume that M is simply-connected so that the 
cycle d bounds, and then by Stoke’s theorem the function A depends 
only on the choice of Sz = df. Then A is invariant under G if Q is 
G-invariant. Since our interest lies in unitary twisted representations, 
our twists should have values of modulus 1. In other words, for each 
real parameter p we get a natural twist 7 = exp (+A). For this twist 
the commutation relation (3) is simple. We can regard elements of the 
Lie algebra of G as infinitesimal transformations on M. Then 
Hence (3) becomes 
[w(X), 4Vl - w&Y YI) = $4@, , Yo)I. (4) 
If the 2-form Q is nondegenerate at each point of M, we can let it 
play the role of the form Z dpi A dq, in classical mechanics where 
q1 ,..., qn are the generalized coordinates of a dynamical system, and 
Pl >***> Pmare the conjugate momenta. In this case we regard M as a 
generalized phase space (see [3]). At each point z, Q, gives a non- 
singular linear transformation of the tangent space onto the cotangent 
space that sends a vector o into the covector Qz(v, l ). The inverse of 
this transformation induces a transformation from 2-forms at z to 
alternating 2-tensors of the other type. Let SzL be the image of 52, 
under this last transformation. For example, in the classical case cited 
above, where Q = Z dpj A dqj , 0’ = Z(a/ap,) A (a/aqj). With each 
pair of functions on M there is associated a function called their 
Poisson bracket given by: PB(f, g) = Q’(&, df). A diffeomorphism 
of M is called a contact transformation if it leaves Q invariant. An 
infinitesimal transformation of M is called an infinitesimal contact 
transformation if the Lie derivative of Sz with respect to it is 0. So G 
is a group of contact transformations, and elements of the Lie algebra 
of G are infinitesimal contact transformations. 
Suppose we have a continuous unitary twisted representation W 
with twist T. The representation space is to be thought of as the Hilbert 
space spanned by the pure quantum state vectors of the system. 
The unitary operator W(T) is to be interpreted as the transformation 
of this quantum state space corresponding to the contact transforma- 
tion T of the classical phase space M. To complete the quantization 
we must state how classical and quantum observables are to be con- 
nected. A classical observable, that is a function f on M, gives rise to 
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an infinitesimal contact transformation 2, via Hamilton’s equations: 
Z,g = PB(g,f). A quantum observable, that is a self-adjoint operator 
F, gives rise to an infinitesimal unitary transformation SF via Schro- 
dinger’s equation: SF = F/S where 27rfi is Planck’s constant. The 
labeling rule is that the classical observable f is to correspond to the 
quantum observable F in case 2, is in the Lie algebra of G, and 
SF = ~(2,). The ambiguity that adding a constant to f does not 
change 2, is resolved by requiring that f (0) = 0. Clearly ~(2,) is 
most significant when t + exp (tZf) is a l-parameter group. It is a 
group when all points exp (t&)(O) lie on a single geodesic. If f and 
g are classical observables that correspond respectively to the quantum 
observables F and G, from (4) using the fact that 
we get the formal commutation relation 
[F, Gl = ifi2p PB(f, g)W - fiW[5 , .%,I). 
As we mentioned before, this equation is correct when it is applied 
to vectors in the Giirding subspace of IV. The original Heisenberg 
relation [P, Q] = - i&I is for a case where the corresponding classical 
variables p and q have Poisson bracket - 1, and 2’ commutes with 
2, . So on physical grounds we must take p = fi-l. The commutation 
relation is then 
[F, G] = ifi PB( f, g)(O)1 - A%( [Z, , ZJ). (5) 
Having decided what twist is appropriate, we must produce a 
specific unitary twisted representation with this twist. We can produce 
such a thing by essentially the same method as we used in Section 1. 
The difference is that we take the representation space to be the Hilbert 
space L,(M) consisting of all things of the form f(dp)l12 with 
JJ f / 2dp finite where f is a Bore1 function on M, and p is a Bore1 
measure on M absolutely continuous with respect to the G-invariant 
measure class (e.g., see [3], p. 100). Take 
vvw441’2)1 (4 = +, w, MT-+4 [4w1W2. 
Intuitively speaking this space L,(M) is much too large, because the 
usual models give operators on L, of configuration space, not phase 
space. We must be prepared, therefore, to cut the representation down 
to a natural invariant subspace. In the harmonic oscillator cases we 
are about to present, M has a G-invariant complex structure, We 
find a fixed probability measure TV on M such that W leaves invariant 
the subspace of L,(M) consisting of all things of the form f (dp)l12 
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where f is holomorphic. We shall call such a probability measure a 
Kostant measure because in the unpublished work of B. Kostant 
mentioned in the Introduction, he constructs such a p much more 
generally when M is a Ksthler manifold. In the harmonic oscillator 
cases the Kostant measure is unique. If 4dr-L as well as dp are Kostant 
measures then one holomorphic function is +( T-lz)/cj(x) times another. 
Hence $( T-?a)/#( ) z is a constant 6(T) independent of z. It is easy 
to see that 6 is a continuous homomorphism from G to the multi- 
plicative group of positive real numbers, and that 6 is invariant under 
left translations by elements of 0. In many cases this forces 6 to be the 
constant 1. This occurs, for example, when G is semisimple. When 
there is a unique Kostant measure p, we shall quantize our system 
by restricting W to the subspace of L,(M) of all f (dp)lj2 where f is 
holomorphic. 
3. THE ORDINARY HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
The ordinary classical harmonic oscillator has three important 
observables: its position Q, its momentum p, and its Hamiltonian 
h = p2/2m + kq2/2 w h ere m is the mass, and k is the spring constant. 
Its natural angular frequency is w = (k/m)1/2, and the important 
2-form is Q = dp A dq. To present this as symmetrically as possible, we 
take the phase space M to be the Euclidean plane with rectangular 
coordinates x and y, and we set p = (km)1/4x and q = (km)-1/4y. 
This choice makes L? = dx A dy and h = ~r*/2 in polar coordinates. 
Using the notations, X = a/ax, Y = ajay, and 0 = a/as, the 
infinitesimal contact transformations corresponding to p, q, and h are: 
2, = (km)l14Y, 2, = - (km)-lIPX, and 2, = ~0. These infini- 
tesimal transformations generate the group G of proper Euclidean 
motions of the plane. 
To quantize this system, we first note the needed twist 
T = exp(iA/fi) where A applied to a triple of points is the signed area 
of the triangle they form. As in Section 2 we form the twisted repre- 
sentation W with twist T on the space L,(M). We give M a G-invariant 
complex structure by considering functions on M as functions of the 
complex variable z = x + iy. It was noticed by Segal [6] that, for a 
suitable normal distribution p on M, things of the formf(drJ)l12 where 
f is holomorphic are left invariant by I+’ (cf. [a] for a remarkable 
analogy). In fact, the Kostant measure is given by 
c+(z) = (2~rfi)-~ exp (- g) dx dr. 
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If T is in G with T(0) = c, since JO, c, z) = + Im (Es), we have 
[W(T)f(d~)l/z] (z) = exp(iIm(Ez)/2fi)f(T%) (&(z - c))lj2 
= exp(iIm(Ez)/2fi) [d&z - c)/&(x)]l~zf(T-lz) (d&z))1/2 
= exp( - / c ]“/2fi) exp (&/2fi)f(T-L) (d&))1/2. 
From this it is simple to calculate the operators representing the Lie 
algebra of G. We get 
w(-qf(dp)l'" = [- dfdx + (42fi).fl(4p2, 
w( Y)f(dp)lj2 = [- i df/dz - (ix/2fi) f ] (dp)l12, 
w(0) f (d/.+/2 = - ix(df/dz) (dp)l12. 
Consequently, the quantum observables P, Q, and H corresponding 
respectively to p, q, and h are given by 
Pf (dp)lj2 = (km)1/4 [fi df/dz + (z/2) f] (dp)1/2, 
Qf (dp)l12 = (km)-l/4 [ifi df/dz - i(z/2) f] (dp)li2, 
Hf (dp)l/* = fiiwz(df/dz) (dp)li2. 
The vectors (z~(&) II2 : n = 0, 1, 2,...} normalized give the eigen- 
states of H with {nfiw : 12 = 0, 1, 2,...) being the corresponding eigen- 
values. Indeed formal calculation gives 
H = P2/2m + kQ2/2 - & hwI, 
and this equation is literally true when applied to any polynomial in z 
times (dp) l/2. So our H differs from the usual quantum harmonic 
oscillator Hamiltonian by a constant. Our H is the energy above the 
ground state. The harmonic oscillator model of this section is essen- 
tially the same as the usual one, but presented in a much more 
symmetrical form. As fi + 0, this model tends to its classical limit 
in a rather striking fashion. The ground state is (dp)l12, and as 
fi -P 0, dp tends to a point mass at 0. The measure 1 W(T) (dp)li2 I2 
tends to a point mass at T(0). 
4. OSCILLATORS WITH HYPERBOLIC PHASE SPACES 
The hyperbolic plane of Gaussian curvature - K can be realized 
as the disk / z 1 < 2Kp1j2 in the complex z-plane with Riemannian 
metric ds2 = (dx2 + dy2)/(1 - Kr2/4)2, where we have used the 
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notations x = x + iy = re @. The group G of all proper isometries of 
M consists of all fractional linear transformations T of the form 
where 01 and /3 are complex members such that 1 01 j2 - ( /? I2 = 1. 
This group is isomorphic to SL(2, R) modulo its center. These 
transformations are analytic in the complex variable z, and they 
preserve the 2-form 
Sz = dx A dy/(l - ~r~/4)~. 
The Lie algebra of G is spanned by three infinitesimal transformations 
analogous to X, Y, and 8 of Section 3. They are 
and 
x = (1 - K(X” - 3f2)/4) a/ax - (K/2) Xy a/+, 
y = (1 + K(X2 - y2)/4) ajay - (42) XJ’ a/ax, 
0 = a/as. 
Perhaps X and Y are better characterized by saying that they are the 
real vector fields such that 
xf = (1 - KZ2/4) df/dz and Yf = $1 + KZ2/4) df/dz 
on holomorphic functions f. By analogy with section 3, we seek func- 
tions p, 4, and h such that 
2, = (hm)l/4Y, 
They are 
2, = - (hm)-‘/4X, and z, = w0. 
and 
p = (hm)l/4 x/(1 - KY2/4), 
q = (km)-‘/“y/(1 - J&/4), 
h = wr2/2(1 - !&/4). 
To quantize this system, we first set down the needed twist 
T = exp (iA/fi) w h ere A applied to a triple of points is the signed 
non-Euclidean area of the geodesic triangle they form. In other words, 
so that 
A(& C, Z) = - 2K-1 h (log (1 - K&/4)), 
T(0, C, x) = Sgn(1 - K&/4)-2”l”. 
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We next seek the Kostant measure ,U of the twist 7; it is unique since 
G is simple. It satisfies the condition that 
be holomorphic in z where T is in G, and c = T(0). If we consider 
Lebesgue measure dA = dx dy, we find that 
[dA(T-1z)/dA(z)]‘/2 = 1 d(T-‘z)/dz / = (1 - Kl C 12/4) 1 1 - KfZ/4 I-‘. 
Hence A normalized is the Kostant measure for T when A = 1. By 
referring measures to the G-invariant measure v arising from $2, we 
can easily spot the Kostant measure for other T. Indeed the measure 
(dA/d~)~/~” dv, 
when normalized, is this Kostant measure. Hence the Kostant measure 
for 7 is 
dp = @T+~ (2/& - 1) K(1 - KY2/4)2/x”-2 dx dy. 
To have a finite measure, we must restrict K and & by KA < 2. The 
action of the twisted representation W on things of the formf(dp)l12 
where f is holomorphic is then given by: 
[W(T)f(dp)‘l”] (z) = [(I - KjC12/4) (1 - KfZ/4)-2]“K”f(T-1Z) (dp(z))li2. 
From this we can compute the infinitesimal operators 
w(X)f(dp)1/2 = [- (1 - KZ2/4) df/dz + (z/%)f] (dp)l12, 
w(Y) f (dp)1/2 = [ - i( 1 + KZ~/~) df/dz - (iz/2fi) f ] (dp)l12, 
w(S) f (dp)lj2 = - iz(df/dz) (dp)1/2. 
So the quantum observables P, Q, and H corresponding respectively 
to p, q, and h are 
Pf (dp)li2 = (/~rn)~/~ [fi(l + KZ2/4) df/dz + (z/2) f ] (dp)1/2, 
Qf(dp)1/2 = (Kvz-~/* [ifi(l - KZ2/4) df/dz - (iz/2) f] (dp)lj2, 
Hf (dp)1’2 = fiwz(df/dz) (dp)1’2. 
As in Section 3, the vectors {zn(d,u)lj2 : n = 0, 1,2,...) normalized 
give the eigenstates of H with the corresponding eigenvalues 
{nfiw : 71 = 0, 1, 2,...}. The twisted representation W is easily seen to 
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be irreducible by considering the operator J(Iwz-‘/” P - 4j i(kn~)~l” Q. 
This operator sendsf(dp)1/2 into (dfldz) (&)l12. Any nonzero closed 
W-invariant subspace must contain some eigenvector of H. Then 
since it must be invariant under bothf(dp)1/2 + (dfldx) (dp)l12 and 
its adjoint, it must contain all the eigenvectors of H. 
Either by using (5) with [Z, , Z,] = - K@, or by direct calculation, 
we find the commutator of P and Q, 
[P, Q] = ifi1 - i(Kfi/w) H. 
Perhaps this is more illuminating in terms of the total quantum 
number IV = (L)-l H. Expressed thus, [P, Q] = ifi1 - i~fi~lV. The 
Hamiltonian H is also connected with P and Q by the equation 
(km)-li2 p + (km)li2 Q” = KCCJ-~H~ + 2w-lH + fi1. 
As K -+ 0, the disk A4 tends to the whole plane, and this model tends 
to the model of Section 3. As fi --t 0 the measure dp from the ground 
state (dp)l12 tends to a point mass at 0; the measure IW(T) (&)“/“I” 
tends to a point mass at Z’(0) that behaves like the classical point 
T(0) in the phase space M. As fi ---t 0 the above equation between P, 
Q, and H tends to the corresponding classical equation 
(k?r~)-~~~~~ + (km)l12 q” = KW-2h2 + 2~0%. 
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